The Revelation Roaster

US Roaster Corp strives to be foreword thinking and provide the roasting industry with the highest efficiency roasters available.

US Roaster Corp has developed a responsible roaster called the Revelation. This line of roasters will surpass the toughest regulations for emissions with environmental controls that are not possible in conventional roasting systems.

The Revelation line of roasters is equipped with a catalyst which produces low CO$_2$, low exhaust heat, and low emissions like smoke. Recirculating the air through the catalyst prevents the heavier aromatic compounds that produce off-flavors from reaching the drum, while returning lighter aromatic compounds back into the drum for enhanced flavor. The adjustable recirculation saves energy while protecting the environment.

- Choose between Gas/Electric Hybrid or Total Electric.
- The adjustable dual path heating takes advantage of both conduction and convective modes of heat transfer.
- The clean exhaust can be used to help heat the shop if needed or vented to the atmosphere.

Heavy gauge Stainless Lifetime tubing
For socially and environmentally concerned roasters
Or for large production roasters that need to reduce operating costs.